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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) welcomes you to this public hearing concerning the proposed improvement of Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road (The Cumberland Circle) located in the City of Des Plaines, in Cook County. We appreciate your attendance tonight and encourage you to review all the materials presented. If you have not already signed in or received a copy of the project brochure, please stop by the sign-in table before leaving this evening.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Public Hearing Purpose 
 Project location and existing conditions 
 Purpose and need  
 Proposed scope of work 

 Give the public an opportunity to review and comment 
 Discuss the next steps in the project development process. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this Public Hearing is to:Present the project location and existing conditions,the purpose and need for this improvement, the proposed scope of work,give the public an opportunity to review and comment on the proposed project plans, and to Discuss the next steps in the project development process.
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Project Background 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The existing intersection of Illinois Route 58, or Golf Road, and Wolf Road was created in 1928 with the recording of the H.M. Cornell Company’s Cumberland Subdivision. Soon after, a traffic circle, also known as the Cumberland Circle, was constructed within the limits of the platted intersection. The Cumberland Circle was one of several constructed throughout the United States in the first half of the twentieth century. Like the others, this circle was built with the purpose of accommodating movements from multiple legs of the intersection in a manner that would be safer than a more traditional intersection layout. And throughout the years, Cumberland circle has achieved this purpose by minimizing the severity of crashes and injuries associated with those crashes. As development around the circle transitioned from a quiet residential neighborhood  as shown in this aerial from 1938 to a busy and fully developed area shown in this more recent aerial, traffic increased significantly. In addition to the homes, adjacent land uses now include a church, schools, parks, and several businesses. Additional traffic through the circle is generated by the nearby UP Northwest rail line Cumberland Metra Station which lies just outside the project limits.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Project Location and Existing Conditions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All 5 legs of the intersection are under IDOT maintenance and jurisdiction. Golf Road is a 4 lane principal arterial roadway with an average daily traffic of 28,000 vehicles (INSERT PICTURE OF GOLF ROAD).  State and Broadway Streets are classified as local roads with on street parking with an average daily traffic of 2,300 and 5,300 vehicles, respectively (INSERT PICTURE OF STATE/BROADWAY).  Wolf Road is classified as a minor arterial with an average daily traffic of 17,000 vehicles with on-street parking during off-peak hours. (INSERT PICTURE OF WOLF RD)All five legs are stop controlled at the circle and serve as PACE bus routes and truck routes. (BRING UP THE TWO PICTURES OF TRUCK/PACE BUS) Both State and Illinois Route 58 provide access to US Route 14 and to the Cumberland Metra Station.  (BRING UP PICTURE OF METRA STATION) There are existing crosswalks and 5’ to 10’ wide sidewalks on all legs of the intersection except along the southwest leg of Illinois Route 58.  (BRING UP PICTURE OF CROSSING) The Cumberland traffic circle has a landscaped center island that surrounds an American flag. (BRING UP PICTURE OF CENTER ISLAND WITH FLAG) There are two circulating lanes around the central island which are approximately 12’ to 28’ wide throughout the entire circle. (BRING UP PICTURE OF CIRCULATING ROADWAY).



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Purpose and Need 

 421 Reported Crashes between 2005-2011 

44 (10.5%)  Crashes with injuries 
 0   Fatalities 
 60 Minor Injuries (1 Pedestrian) 
65 (15.4%)  Crashes on wet pavement 
307 (73%)   Crashes during daylight hours 

126 (30%) 
Turning Crashes 

111 (26%) 
Rear End 

91 (22%) 
Sideswipe Same Direction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Out of the 421 crashes reported between 2005 and 2011, no fatalities or severe injuries were documented. Forty-four of the reported crashes resulted in 60 minor injuries with only 1 of them involving a pedestrian. Sixty-five crashes occurred on wet pavement, and 307 crashes took place during daylight hours. The three predominant crash types were turning movements with 126 crashes (BRING IN STATS FOR TURNING), rear-ends with 111 crashes (ADD STATS FOR RE), and sideswipe crashes in the same direction with 91 crashes (ADD SSSD).  The relatively low number of injuries is indicative of the safety benefits of the circular intersection design in which angle crashes, the most severe type of crash, are minimized and/or eliminated because vehicles are moving in the same direction through the circle. However, the high number of overall crashes indicates the intersection design has outlived its useful design life and is in need of improvements to address the growing traffic demands at this location. The increased traffic volumes and operational issues have limited the ability for the circle to provide efficient movement of traffic at an acceptable level.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Purpose and Need 

 Address Operational 
Issues 
 Unclear lane assignments due 

to poor striping/signage 

 Excessive pavement with little 
geometric guidance 

 Poor entry angles 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the analysis of existing conditions, IDOT identified the following operational issues experienced by motorist, bicyclist, and pedestrians alike. At the Cumberland traffic circle; unclear lane assignments, the need for additional guidance and confusing striping make it difficult for motorist to distinguish which travel lanes they should be in. Excessive pavement within the circle and poor entry angles on all five legs provide little to no geometric guidance in and out of the traffic circle and create driver hesitation which promotes aggressive driving which leads to crashes. As an interim improvement, the pavement markings within the circulating lanes were restriped in July 2012 by IDOT. This helped to provide some additional  guidance to motorists while a more permanent solution was being developed.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Alternatives Considered  

 Do nothing 
 
 
 Closures of Broadway 

Street or State Street 
 

 
   
 Traffic signal with 

reconstruction 

 Safety issues not addressed 
 Back Ups 

 
 Business Impacts 
 Proposed signal at Broadway Street and 

U.S. Route 14 Northwest Highway 
 Closures not supported in past proposals 

 
 

 Safety and intersection delays not 
addressed 

 Increased travel delays 
 Increased construction cost 
 Additional land impacts  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alternatives considered during IDOT’s study of the intersection included the following:Do nothing and leave this location as-is. This would not address the identified safety issues experienced within the Cumberland traffic circle. Turning and rear-end crashes would continue to increase, and traffic would continue to back up as travel demands increase over time.IDOT considered closing either Broadway Street or State Street to create a cul-de-sac. This access restriction would reduce the number of conflict points in the roundabout; however, this alternative was dismissed due to potential impacts to the businesses along Broadway Street. Also, IDOT is currently developing plans to install a traffic signal at the intersection of US RTE 14 and Broadway Street to address traffic demands at this intersection.  The closure of State Street was proposed in an earlier design for improving the intersection in the late 1990’s. During the various public meetings and hearing conducted by IDOT, the residents of Des Plaines were against this closure and therefore this option was dismissed.Creating a signalized intersection. This alternative would not be effective in moving the large motorist demands at this intersection, would increase the travel delays, would cost a significantly higher amount to construct, and would require additional land impacts due to the need for turn lanes to accommodate the travel demands of the 5 legs at the intersection.  Additionally, the intersection may require realignment of 1 or more legs of the intersection in order to provide proper sight angles.



Image source: Washington State DOT—http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/safety/roundabouts 

Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
The Modern Roundabout 

Characteristics 
 Circular in shape 

 Geometric features to slow 
traffic 

 Yield controlled 
 

Consistent Features 
 Counter-clockwise 

movement 
 Yield to drivers circulating 
 Pedestrian 

Accommodations 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The modern roundabout alternative is different from a traffic circle.A modern roundabout has three distinguishing characteristics: They are generally circular in shape, They have geometric features to slow traffic passing through the intersection; such as splitter islands, site specific entry angles, and truck aprons to accommodate large semisand they are always yield-controlled for the motorist entering the roundabout which allows for uninterrupted flow when no conflicts exist. The modern roundabout is a flexible design solution that incorporates consistent features which provide a road alignment that requires motorists to enter the roundabout at a slow speed, and then navigate through the roundabout counter-clockwise at a speed similar to other motorists in, or entering, the roundabout. The entering motorist must always yield to drivers within the circulating lanes. Pedestrians cross at clearly marked crossings away from the yield lines to allow increased visibility by motorists. The roundabout design features work together to minimize travel delay, develop consistent speeds, and increase safety. This results in overall time savings, improved operations, and increased safety over conventional intersection designs.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Proposed Scope of Work 
 Improve the safety and 

mobility 
 Clearly defined lane 

assignments 

 Appropriate number of 
circulating lanes 

 Improved signage 

 Proper entry angles on 
each leg 

 Defined pedestrian and 
bicyclist crossings 

 Improve the drainage 
within the project limits 

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After much consideration, IDOT evaluated and refined a preferred design and began to develop and analyze potential improvements. The proposed scope of work will convert the existing Illinois Route 58 at Wolf Road Cumberland traffic circle into a modern roundabout. This preferred design would improve the safety and mobility within the project limits by incorporating the following items: Clearly defined lane assignmentsAppropriate number of circulating lanesImproved signageProper entry angles on each legDefined pedestrian and bicyclist crossingsAnd Improved the drainage within the project limitsTo address the issues at this location; such as:



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Proposed Scope of Work 
 Unclear Lane 

Assignments 
 

 
 

 Excessive Pavement 
 

 
 

 Poor Entry Angles 
 

 
 

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unclear lane assignments:Vehicles entering the Circle are not fully aware of which lanes they should be in and make confusing last minute decisions while in the circulating lanes.  By providing advanced signage (INSERT EXAMPLE MULTILANE SIGN) and additional pavement striping guidance (INSERT EXAMPLE MULTILANE PAVEMENT STRIPING); drivers will be able to maneuver the intersection with minimal to no-last minute decisions. (INSERT ANIMATION OF LAST MINUTE LANE CHANGE)Excessive Pavement:The excessive amount of pavement inside the circle confuses drivers entering the circle as they wait for drivers in the circulating lanes  to decide which approach they are exiting.  (INSERT PICTURE OF MASSIVE CIRCULATING LANES)  By reducing the existing width of the circle (FADE IN PIC OF EX. CIRCLE FOLLOWED BY NEW ONE) and providing for demand driven number of lanes delineated with improved pavement markings, drivers will be able to enter the circulating lanes safely and efficiently.(INSERT ANIMATION OF THIS MOVEMENT) Specifically, vehicles in the southwest leg of Illinois Route 58 have to be mindful of two circulating lanes to determine if there is a gap where they can enter the intersection.  IDOT proposes to address this by eliminating one of the circulating lanes at this location. (FADE IN VIEW OF SW IL58 SINGLE CIRCULATING LANE)  Analyses show this additional circulating lane is not needed based on where people are driving to.  This will allow sufficient time for vehicles entering the circulating lanes to judge gaps more efficiently.  (INSERT ANIMATION OF PROPER MOVEMENT)Similarly, (INSERT PICTURE OF WB IL58 VIEW) vehicles going westbound on Illinois Route 58 have to wait for eastbound vehicles to decide if they are continuing east or are turning northbound towards Wolf Road, State Street or westbound Illinois Route 58.  This creates excessive waiting times which contribute to aggressive driving behaviors which cause turning (INSERT ANIMATION OF FAST WB ENTRY AND ANGLE CRASH WITH WOLF) and rear end crashes at this location (INSERT ANIMATION OF WB REAR END).  By eliminating another unneeded circulating lane at this location (INSERT SINGLE NB CIRCULATING LANE) and providing proper pavement guidance, drivers will have sufficient time to judge gaps more efficiently.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
 Proposed Scope of Work 

PHASE 3 

PHASE 1 
PHASE 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poor Entry Angles:(INSERT ANIMATION OF LANE 2 VEHICLE GOING INTO LANE 1 CIRCULATING FROM EB IL58 + ANIMATION OF EB STATE VEHICLE GETTING ON LANE 1 CIRCULATING).  Current approach entries on most legs do not properly align vehicles to drive into the appropriate circulating lane, adding confusion to driving in the circulating lanes.  (FADE IN REVISED ENTRY ANGLE APPROACHES RENDERING AND HIGHLIGHT EACH ONE SEQUENTIALLY).  Entry angles will be improved on all five legs to provide adequate sight distances and help guide driver behavior into the appropriate lanes.  (INSERT PICTURE OF MULTILANE SPLITTER) For motorists entering the roundabout, the proposed splitter islands will help navigate traffic into their proper lanes and deter wrong way movements. These islands will also provide a refuge for pedestrians and bicyclists crossing through the intersection, (INSERT PICTURE OF CROSSING PEDS) assist in reducing the speed of entering vehicles, and provide separation for entering and exiting traffic (PICTURE OF SPLITTER ISLAND WITH OPPOSING VEHICLES).  To increase pedestrian visibility by motorists, (INSERT PED CROSSING MULTILANE SPLITTER PICTURE) the pedestrian crossings will be clearly marked with the use of crosswalk pavement markings a car length prior to the yield line.IDOT will also provide for some drainage improvements within the project limits.  (CATCH BASIN PICTURE FOR CENTER ISLAND).  The proposed drainage plans will provide larger storm sewers along State Street, the roundabout, and Broadway Street that will drain towards Wellers Creek. The design on the other legs of the intersection would be modified slightly to minimize storm water runoff flowing down to the IL 58 railroad viaduct.



 Constructed in Stages 
 Total Construction is expected to last 1-2 Construction Seasons 
 Detours for State Street or Broadway  Streets 

 Allows for local driveway access 

 Allows for business access 

 Durations of 2-4 weeks 

 

 Detailed exhibits available  
 in the exhibit room 

 

Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Construction Traffic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The construction of the proposed improvement is expected to be built in stages.  Total Construction is expected to last 1 to 2 construction seasons.  In order to expedite construction, detours of State Street and Broadway will be needed through various stages of construction.  (BRING UP PICTURE OF STATE STREET CLOSURE) When State Street is closed, Broadway will be utilized to access U.S. Route 14 and conversely; (BRING UP PICTURE OF BROADWAY CLOSURE)  when Broadway is closed for construction, State Street will be utilized to access U.S. Route 14.  Access to driveways and businesses will be maintained throughout construction.  These detours are expected to be in place for approximately 2 to 4 weeks at a time dependent on weather, utilities and construction site conditions.



 Fee Simple 
 Acquisition of all rights and interest 

 Permanent Easement 
 Ownership is retained by property owner 

 The Department allows use of property to maintain facilities 

 Temporary Easement 
 Used to construct minor improvements 

 Ownership is retained by property owner 

 

Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Land Acquisition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Illinois Department of Transportation employs three types of land acquisition.  The first is fee simple taking, or the acquisition of all rights and interest of real property.  The second type of acquisition involves a permanent easement or use of the property, where underlying ownership is retained by the property owner, but access is provided for maintenance of facilities such as storm sewers and outfall ditches. The third type is a temporary construction easement, where access is required only during construction for grading work, sidewalk or driveway construction, and other minor improvements. 



 Determine Ownership 
 Prepare property description 

 Independent Appraisal 
 Negotiations 

Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Land Acquisition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IDOT’s procedures to acquire property begins with a determination of ownership and preparation of a property description.  An independent appraisal is then ordered with a review and report given to IDOT.  Negotiations ensue with an offer to acquire the property at the appraised value.  If a settlement cannot be reached within a reasonable time frame, or if clear title cannot be obtained, the matter is referred to a court under the law of eminent domain.  This project will require no building acquisitions. 



 Staging and 
construction 
 

 Driveways, 
sidewalks, and 
drainage 
 

 .141 acres temporary 
easements 
 

 .003 acres fee simple  
 

 
 

Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
Land Acquisition Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IDOT is proposing to acquire temporary easements within the project limits to reconstruct the driveways located in the northeast, south, and southwest corners of the proposed roundabout, for staging purposes during construction of the improvement, and for sidewalk to construct and reconstruct the corner radii.  A small, fee simple acquisition is needed at the southwest corner of SW Golf Road and Broadway St in front of the old pet clinic. The second location is near the corner of Broadway St. and E. Golf Road in front of another clinic. The preferred Alternative would require the acquisition of approximately .141 acres of temporary easements, consisting mainly of corner cuts, for some sidewalk removal and replacement and for drainage installation. Approximately  .003 acres of fee simple acquisition needed for sidewalk replacement. 



PHASE III PHASE II PHASE I 

WE ARE HERE 
•Transportation purpose and needs 
are identified 
•ROW Needs identified 
•Public Hearing 
•Project Approval 

•Design and Contract 
 Plan Preparation  
•Land Acquisition 
•18-24 months 

•Construction begins 
•1-2 seasons 

This improvement is included in IDOT’s FY 2014-2019 Proposed 
Multi-Modal Transportation Improvement Program 

Construction Cost of $3.3  Million 

  
      

 

Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
NEXT STEP 

2014 Design Approval 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After this Hearing, IDOT will take into consideration the various factors discussed today and the public input received from this Public Hearing. IDOT will finalize a project report to be submitted for Phase I Design Approval during Summer 2014.This improvement is included in the Department’s FY 2014-2019 Proposed Multi-Modal Transportation Improvement Program.  Our current engineering efforts are targeted to enable a contract letting in the middle years of our current multi-year program contingent upon plan readiness, land acquisition, and funding availability through our future annual legislative appropriations.  The estimated cost of construction is $3.3 million dollars.



Illinois Route 58 Golf Road at Wolf Road 
After This Presentation 

 Review Exhibits and Displays 
 Discuss the Project with IDOT Staff 
 Comment Sheet 
 Fill out comment sheet during this hearing 

and place in the comment box 

 Have your comments recorded by a court 
reporter 

 Mail Comment Sheet 

 Email Comments to IDOT at 
DOT.IL58atWolfRAB@illinois.gov 

 Comments received by January 10, 2014 
to be part of the public hearing record 

 
 

Illinois Department of Transportation 
 Bureau of Programming, 4th Floor 
 Attn: Mr. Carlos Feliciano 
 201 West Center Court 
 Schaumburg, IL 60196-1096 
 

THANK YOU   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time.  We invite you to review project exhibits on display in the adjoining room and provide your input.  IDOT staff is available to discuss the project and answer any questions you may have. Comment sheets are available for you to leave a written comment regarding this improvement. Please fill out each sheet completely and place it in the comment box located in the exhibit room. A court reporter is available to record verbal comments. If you would like additional time filling out the comment sheets, they can be mailed to the Illinois Department of Transportation at the address listed in your comment sheet and the back of your brochure.  Comments are accepted via email as well, please note that the email address is case sensitive. In order for your comment to become a part of this public hearing record, all responses must be received by January 10th, 2013.

mailto:DOT.IL58atWolfRAB@illinois.gov
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